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O

ver the past year we have reported on the activities of our group getting
ready for the very first GO UGANDA trip to the Nkuringo community to
take much needed aid and supplies to the school and different groups
we support in the area.
23 people signed up last November for this trip – which was then a complete
unknown. The idea of getting a group of people together with the sole aim of
carrying 46kg each of clothes shoes etc. to Uganda – a total of over one ton –
was perhaps so mad it sparked a lot of interest from like-minded people and our
list was full within 24 hours. It still took a year of planning with many late nights
on WhatsApp with Asgario Turyagyenda – our contact and director of the school
in Uganda. The aim was to keep the total cost down as low as possible as many Bags start to mount as people arrive at
members needed to fund raise the cost on top of filling the bags. We came in at Heathrow at 3am for check in.
about £600 each total cost including flights, transport, accommodation
and trips. On top of that of course there are jabs where needed and the
obligatory visa.

Lynn and Will, Chris and Eileen enjoying the flight

Now the bags were packed, the contents listed, flights booked and visas
purchased…and late Saturday night/early Sunday morning at the end
of October a line of laden trolleys began to grow outside the Costa Coffee in Departures at Terminal 2 Heathrow Airport. People travelled from
Scotland, Milton Keynes, Southampton, Stoke-on-Trent, Brighton – all
corners of the country – all in their Go Uganda t shirts and distinctive
black fleeces. We had two children with us – Molly and Georgie Dolding
– who had never flown before! When your first flight is to Africa to meet
your sponsor children from the Batwa Pygmy tribe you certainly have
something to get excited about!

We flew Brussels Airlines – first to Brussels for an effortless change on to our long haul flight direct to Kigali,
Rwanda. The trip was smooth and most people filled it with films and food! I was dreading the arrival in Rwanda
– so much could go wrong! However apart from Kate having a minor malaise in the queue for visas and one of
Anne Cripps bags not arriving (found three weeks later still in Brussels!) we all ended up in Rwanda with 45 bags
and 46 rucksacks/mini suitcases waiting for our transport!!!!
Our one lesson learnt was that 23 people, a driver and Asgario – plus
over a ton of luggage needs more than a coach and a four by four!
We managed… with much laughter (we were all intimate friends at
the end of this journey) by working out a complicated puzzle of people and luggage being loaded in specific orders so every hand, leg
and suitcase had a specific place to sit!
First stop Food!! Joanna Evans – who used to live in Rwanda – had
recommended The Hut – and what a recommendation that turned
out to be! Asgario had organised for them to stay open until our
arrival – and our first day travel adventure ended with amazing food
and welcome drinks! Let the excitement begin!!!

Arrived at Kigali and on our way to a restaurant - all a bit squashed in!

10:30 pm

After our 9-hour flight from Brussels we
relax in The Hut, Kigali before retiring
to our hotel. Pamela, Peter, Janice, Jazzy, Maria, Tara and Mark all
pleased to be in Rwanda at last
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Left: Go Uganda group
with Asgario under banner
Below: Our amazing
welcome procession
Right: Asgario

O

ur first night in Rwanda was spent at the
very basic Smart Inn Hotel. All rooms
did have showers and WCs and we did get
breakfast – although probably might choose
something different next time! After taking
a group photo under the new banner Steve
designed for the school we packed up the
coach again (yes with the same people/luggage pattern as yesterday) and we were off!
This was for many the first daylight view
of Rwanda. Rwanda is certainly much richer
than Uganda with smart buildings, very
good roads and lots of cars. The scenery was

THE WELCOME
The sound of trumpet and banging drum, voices singing their welcome song,
smiling faces and outreached hands – what an amazing way to arrive in
Nkuringo – the dream that for many is now a reality.

stunning and lush. We had to pinch ourselves to remind us we were in Africa! With
much laughter and singing we arrived at the
Rwanda Uganda border – and again – with
great ease – we and all our luggage steamed
through!
Uganda is definitely the poorer neighbour
in terms of roads and buildings – but the
fertile well tilled hills followed us up as we
climbed first to Kisoro for lunch and then on
up and up into gorilla in the mist country. As
we reached the highest point of the highest
peak we heard voices on the breeze – singing

and music. Every one of us welled up as
we saw the amazing procession of children, teachers and group leaders marching out of Nkuringo to greet us under an
amazing Welcome Go Uganda banner!
Our tears continued to flow when we
arrived at our accommodation – the new
Nkuringo Guest House – finished
specifically for our arrival! Smiling staff
greeted us and showed us our rooms –
each en-suite and named after a gorilla
family. We had arrived in Paradise!!!!
Drinks all round!!!!

Below: The staff at Nkuringo
guest house reading left
to right top row : Auleria
manager
Emma chef, Papious chef
Vallence waiter, Vanancio
Security, Bottom row,
Kenneth guide, Nester guide,
Didas waiter, Vianney waiter.
Susan housemaid
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his was what it had all been about. After an amazing breakfast
we started by all welcoming our own sponsor children to the
guest house for their gifts. For many it was the first time they had
met the child/children they sponsor and there were many hugs and
tears. This was followed by the sponsor children for whom we were
carrying gifts for friends. Hundreds of photos were taken as faces
were put to names. Wind up torches, hats, toys, clothes – so many
happy children! A good start!!!

SPONSOR GIFTS..
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he rest of the day passed in a blur!!! Over a ton of clothes
etc. were tipped into the courtyard at the guesthouse for
sorting. Cries of “Where are the Bras” – “More socks coming
your way” floated through the air as slowly order reigned. Bags
were put away for the medical centre (including microscope),
Women’s groups, Batwa Community, General Community etc.
– and the rest were now piled high next to volunteers ready to
greet the schoolchildren class by class as they came down to
be fitted with shoes, dresses, pants, hats etc. Every child even
got to choose a cuddly toy! You really had to be there. They
joy, the emotion, the frustration as some children went
without shoes – the wish we had even more to give. The
realisation that we were making a difference. Ask any Go
Uganda member about that day and you will see words
are not enough to express the pure joy of giving.

...THEY ALL GET SOMETHING
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WELCOME DANCE
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o rest for the wicked! While five of our group
went off to sit with gorillas the rest of us in
groups did a community walk and met the Batwa
Pygmies.
On the community walk we met the local
blacksmith family who demonstrated their skills
passed down from father to son.
On to the local Healer to see his array of herbs and
potions (and the odd magic mushroom) used to cure
everything from insomnia to madness. A local
resident showed us how to grind grains to make
poshu and the slow but relaxed pace of daily life.
Brilliant!

!
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fter an emotional day of giving it was joy to finally go
to the school. Here more emotion as class by class
the children danced and sung their specially prepared
welcomes. Still wearing hats and jumpers they had just
been given, and clutching fluffy toys, they put everything
into their performances. Joined by teachers and then
of course our members what a wonderful end to an
amazing day!

COMMUNITY
WALK
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BATWA

W

e know the story of the Batwa pygmies who were chased
from the forests and put on reservations. Here they
showed us how they used to live. We hunted with them,
climbed trees for honey and saw how children were put in tree
houses for safety while the parents were away. Wonderful
people with joy and simplicity in their hearts. Irene – a lady we
know from sponsoring Batwa children to the school – was a ray
of absolute sunshine.
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GORILLAS
G

orillas are the reason most people first come to the Bwindi
Impenetrable Forest. Powerful amazing mountain
gorillas – not found in captivity and living here in groups that
have learned to put up with one hour of human contact a day
during breakfast. Peter, Jan, Maria, Anne and Tara set off early
morning on their own gorilla adventure. The gorillas did not
disappoint. Apart from one big chap knocking over Anne and
Tara as he rushed past – the visit was, as usual, pure magic.
Definitely one for the bucket list!
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e have formed close ties with the Women’s
group over the past three years and always
try to ensure they are not forgotten when
distributing clothes – both for the women and their
babies. The group came to visit us at the Guest
House and put on some wonderful dance displays.
We cuddled their children, joined in their dancing and bought the baskets they weave as a small
income. As they held our hands one by one to
welcome us we all felt an emotional bond with
these women whose lives are so different to ours.
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t Denys Church Rotherfield has strong ties with the church in
Nkuringo. Jess Hardy represented them and brought out an
engraved Patten and Chalice to be used in Communion. The church
was filled to the rafters. Asgario spoke, Jess spoke and then the
whole group stood in front of the congregation and sung our special
version of Hallelujah. It was a moment to treasure that the
community will not forget for a long time!

WOMEN”S GROUP
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lways ready to squeeze in another adventure, on our way to Lake Mutanda we stopped
to meet the HIV group run by Kenneth Tumbwene. Jan Dupree had raised the money to
purchase 10 goats and 17 hens for the HIV community and we also had bags of aid to drop off.
Francesca Sorrocos, one of our group, had also promised to sponsor Viora Ainembabazi – a child
from the group – to enable her to join many other children of HIV parents now boarding and
gaining a valuable education in Nkuringo. An uplifting meeting!!!

nother action packed day. We were travelling down the hills to Lake Mutanda to go on the
water in dugout canoes (hollow tree trunks). We were taking 27 children with us. It was
meant to be 24 but the very sad sudden departure of Mark and Tara Garritt after the Church
service after hearing of the passing of Mark’s father meant we took with us their three sponsor
children in their place. Truck travel is the usual local transport and it was certainly hilarious
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ake Mutanda is approximately 12 miles north of the town of Kisoro – the nearest
town to Nkuringo. Most of the children on the trip had never seen a lake – let alone
go in a canoe on top of it so excitement was running high. We all sung most of the
way there! – The children screamed with excitement when they saw a tarmac road for
the first time – and Kisoro was like a magic place full of big buildings. As we passed
bemused visitors the children shouted proudly “We have visitors”! Hanging on was a
necessity! At the lake the life jackets went to the children who obviously cannot swim.
3 or 4 were too scared to join in – but as soon as we left the shores they screamed to
join us – so had a quick trip out when the boats got back so everyone had a go. Back
to Kisoro for lunch. Again the children could not pile their plates higher and all were
licked clean. Popcorn at the market on the way home left adults and children tired and
happy with memories to last a lifetime
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THE SCHOOL

- MAKING A DIFFERENCE
A

fter the excitements of the Lake it was back to business. The teachers had brought out lots of educational materials and set work on
updating the classrooms. We had already asked for the baby classrooms
to be painted and one had been done which was great. Numbers, puzzles, games, stories, charts – all the things we take for granted in the UK
suddenly turned these tiny drab rooms into places where learning was
exciting and fun! The older children helped as lines were fixed and pegs
used to hold pictures laminated by tiny hands the other side of the world.
One group got to organising the library with the new books they had
brought – doubling the size of the library in one fell swoop! Teachers
were shown the new aids and how to use them.
Others go on with teaching the children how to play the new games they

had brought – everything from badminton to pick-up-sticks. The Sports
teacher was proud of his new sports bag in which he could keep the many
playground amusements!
Others got on with fitting the older girls for bras (much laughter involved)
and putting stickers on the water tanks bought by some of the group.
Unfortunately we still have to locate the tank purchased by Linda Gwatkin
via Singing Gorillas but it will be found!
It was great working with children and staff and we could feel the excitement as to what had been achieved and what still could be done!
If you feel you too could bring your knowledge and/or enthusiasm to
helping us improve this school please do consider coming on one of the
next Go Uganda trips.

Pictures clockwise from top left: The boys’ dormitories , the infant classrooms. The condition of one of the classrooms that
needs repair. Older girls receiving bras. Children wearing new fleeces kindly donated by a school in Essex that has changed
their logo (thanks Anne Cripps). Children playing with donated games . Steve reading nursery rhymes to captivated children.
Stickers being placed on water tanks by Shirley Turner and Jess Hardy for St Deny’s Church , Rotherfield. Mel Dolding, Molly
Dolding and Shirley Turner decorating the classrooms with lettrs and numbers to aid learning.
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part from the water tanks and other school materials there were
goats and hens to distribute. The money for these had been sent
by sponsors and the playground was full of parents, children, goats and
hens all waiting to be united. While the goat and hen presentations were
going on there was an enormous line of excited children queuing up for
little scraps of wool. They used biro middles, twigs, whatever they could

find, as knitting needles to make minute scarves! Who knew! Wool and
knitting needles are now on the list for the next trip!
The group even found time to pop over to the School of Mercy classes
for women taking place opposite. They dropped off much needed
educational books and stationary.
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WATER TANKS, SOLAR PANELS,
MATTRESSES, MATTRESS PROTECTORS,
BLANKETS AND SO MUCH MORE!
W

hile we were at Lake Mutanda Maria Clarke had driven to Kisoro
for the day with Asgario and an enormous shopping list.
Maria had raised £3000 to spend on goodies for the school and
community – and this money was swelled by funds from Tara and Mark
Garritt and Will and Lynn Lunn. A lot of thought and discussions went
into their purchases!
Today the enormous 10,000 litre water tank was pushed into place (it’s
trip up the main street and through the school main gate was a subject
for many Facebook videos and local hilarity), the solar panels were fitted, the mattress protectors were cut to size for younger children’s beds
and warm blankets and new mattresses were distributed.
Another 3000 litre water tank was put aside to take to the Batwa
community.

Aware that just purchasing objects and throwing money at problems is
not enough it was decided to use some of the money donations to pay
the salary of an odd jobman/ school caretaker – to work at the school
three days a week repairing, painting and generally maintaining the
school. The group funded the first year of salary and Peter Whitmarsh
kindly offered to pay for a second year. A Facebook page has been
set up to monitor his work and suggest improvements. Quotes have
already been provided for some of the more urgent safety work – including steps, ground improvements and classroom repairs. A group
of volunteers has come forward to help monitor and advise on the use
of the caretaker and the money donated for materials to ensure we
continue to improve the school and its environment.

This is where you come in. I am opening the lists on
1st December 2017 for applications to join one of the
two Go Uganda Groups 2018. At that time I will have
exact pricing and dates.

UGANDA

2018
DATES FOR YOUR

DIARY
I

t is obvious that the first Go Uganda trip was an
enormous success. A success to build on. The first
Go Uganda group saw that all the hard work of the
past year, all the fund raising and efforts made were
worthwhile.
This is just the beginning! A Facebook page has been
set up to monitor repair progress and appeal for funds
for specific needs from building steps and renovating
classrooms to improving the safety and well being of
the children and staff alike. See Nkuringo School Repair
on Facebook.

At the moment I can confirm we are aiming for the
cost to be £650-£700 per head including all flights,
transport, food and trips. Dates also are currently
approximate as we search for best deals – however we
are looking for:
Trip 1:
Taking place between 25th May and 5th June 2018 (a
total of 11 days to be booked inclusive of departure and
return dates).
Trip 2:
Taking place to incorporate 20th-28th October with a
couple of days either before or after (a total of 11 days
to be booked inclusive of departure and return dates)
There will be an option (at an additional cost) to see
gorillas or to stay an extra four days to explore another
side of Uganda – be it visiting chimpanzees or
wallowing in luxury in one of the many luxury lodges.
Priority will go to sponsors of children at the school or
people who are active in supporting the school and/or
community.
If you may be interested – let me know. There is no
commitment until we publish exact dates and
prices- but if the first trip is anything to go by it was
filled in 24 hours.

Do something special this year
Change a life – and at the same time change your own
life forever for the better!!!

With groups going out every six months to continue
the good work we hope to make a real difference.
It is obvious that the first Go Uganda trip was an
enormous success. A success to build on. The first
Go Uganda group saw that all the hard work of the
past year, all the fund raising and efforts made were
worthwhile.

THIS MONTHLY NEWSLETTER IS PRODUCED FOR THE SPONSORS
WHO HELP SUPPORT THE NKURINGO FOUNDATION AND PRIMARY SCHOOL. WRITTEN BY JANET
DUCHESNE AND PRODUCED BY STEPHEN KNOWLDEN.
ARTICLE CONTRIBUTIONS WELCOMED. CONTACT DETAILS FOR FURTHER INFORMATION EMAIL JANET.
DUCHESNE@SPEECHCENTRE.CO.UK OR GO TO NKURINGO WEBSITE WWW.NKURINGO.ORG.UK
A NEW WEBSITE IS CURRENTLY IN THE PROCESS OF BEING BUILT - HOPE TO BE WITH YOU SOON

NB: Remember the aim of these
visits is to take aid out to
Nkuringo School and community
by taking out two bags each
weighing 23 kilos.

